SYNTHESIS OF A TRANSMISSION-LINE RESONATOR WITH A SPECIFIED FREQUENCY SPECTRUM ~
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respectively.· The independent variable~ x, refers to the distance measured along the line from some reference x = 0, ~nd L(x) and C(x) are the distributed inductance and capacitance of the system and are allowed to change with distance.-
The voltage along the line, V(x), is assumed to satisfy the wave ~quation for nonuniform transmission lines,
where the "primed" quantities are differentiated with respect to x.[ In most cases, the wave will not be purely· TEM (as in a coaxial line with changing inner conductor),.
and ambiguity can arise in the definition.of "V" and ' with some specified boundary conditions on y.
In order to use the large amo':lnt of theory already applied to equations ,pf ,,;, 1 ,;,., .
• , the form (Z), we pegan our analysis by transforming Eq. (1) i~to one.o£ the form (Z). The required traiuformation is a standard one:
We now wish to consider solutions of Eq. ·'(4) that generate a voltage function of the desired character. , Obviously,· Eq. (4) •.
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L(x) and C(x). Some physical intuition can be employed, however, which greatly simplifies the problem. It is known that for most geometrical configurations o£ metal and dielectric materials, the inductance and capacitance values vary in opposite manner with the geometrical parameters of the system: For example, in all uniform TEM transrniasion systems the product LC is a constant de· pendent only upon the 61 and • · of the medium.. Therefore we make the tentative I ., assumption that a solution exists for which. L(x) C(x) ·• Lo~o. a constant inde ..
pendent of x. Equation (4) then becomes To answer this question, we need to aolve the following equation for L(x):
... I .
It now remains to determine what value, 1£ any, can be found for the. "
parameter c such that V(x) will satisfy the boundary condition at·the origin. "
.. We therefore may design a section of l"esonan.t line whose frequency spectrum corresponds to .that. of a half-wavelength .r.es·onator:.but. whose .phys,ical appearance is that of a quarter-wavelength resonator. Applications. of this result will be discussed in later correspondence.
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